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SUNRISE – 05H12
SUNSET – 18H30
16ºC LOW
36ºC HIGH
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November at Safari Plains is an exciting time of the year. Some of the more noticeable highlights 
include the first summer rain storms, the return of migratory birds such as the woodland 
kingfisher. With a change in season approaching, so the dynamics of the wildlife are starting to 
change too. Change is inevitable and out in the wild change brings much excitement. For us at 
least.

How can one navigate a tricky situation with dangerous game?
Humans have been super predators for some time, and animals have thus developed an 
instinctive understanding of this fact which in turn has led to various responses to humans in 
terms of this understanding. Essentially animals do not want confrontation with a super-predator 
such as humans and would rather avoid humans than make physical contact!

Animals respond to threats, therefore if there is no threat there should be no response. If an 
animal perceives a threat it will be forced into action and respond accordingly! If the threat is 
removed by some or other means, the response will change, therefore the idea is to interact in 
such a way that the animal does not know about you, or if unavoidable, perceives no threat from 
you.
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Regardless if you are guiding on foot or are vehicle-based, or participating on an activity, taking 
into account the above-mentioned the key aspect is-stay out of trouble! With this in mind, Safari 
Plains guides places heavy emphasis on – the wisest choice is to stay out of trouble! Should you 
find yourself in an unforeseen situation that is potentially dangerous, understand what the animal 
is doing and why it is reacting in a given way, but most importantly, you must also understand 
where your safety margins are and only operate within those safety margins. understanding 
animal behaviour is of paramount importance. Aspects such as species characteristics, sex of the 
animal, previous experience and environmental conditions all play a major role in the make-up 
of the animals’ standard behaviour patterns and thus will usually behave in terms of the norm for 
that species. However, this behaviour can be influenced by the surrounds in which it has to act, 
e.g. available cover, slope, the density of vegetation, the distance of the threat, to name but a 
few.

These factors determine the outcome of a confrontation, for example, animals will flee 
upwind since they will be able to both see and smell what is lying ahead of them, an important 
consideration when considering an escape route for an animal.
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Fundamentally the skill of staying out of trouble should be practiced unconditionally to avoid 
sticky situations. I believe that the true skill of the bush is to not buy safety by means of shooting 
your way out of trouble, but rather to move through the bush with minimum interference.

When an animal spends most of its waking hours hundreds of kilometres above the earth looking 
over it all, you can quite easily see that animal knowing and understanding the realm of the 
ground quite well.
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In the early morning sun, a black backed jackal will slink around looking for any little titbit he 
could scrounge up as a meal. While with jackals let me share little information about them. The 
black-backed jackal is an animal that I have an inexplicable love for. From growing up surrounded 
by dogs, to working in nature as a guide, my love encompasses all canids – especially jackals! 
Black-backed jackals are among the few mammalian species in which the male and female mate 
for life, only finding another mate if their partner dies. Both male and female jackals actively 
defend and mark their territory and on occasion can be seen to stray from these territories. 
Within these territories they will have a few preferred den sites and burrows in which to rest and 
raise their young in.

Black-backed jackals only breed between June and August, giving birth up to six pups after a 
very short two-month gestation period. Pups are born with their eyes closed and open them 
after around ten days. The pups are suckled and fed regurgitated food until they are about two 
months old. By six months, they are hunting on their own. Over the last thirteen seasons working 
in Mabula North of Safari Plains – which forms part of the Mabula Private Game Reserve – I have 
been lucky enough to watch a few litters of pups grow up, this truly is observing nature in its 
rawest form.
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At first glance, zebras look like stocky, stripey horses. After all, they are very closely related to 
horses and donkeys; and are classed in the same genus, Equus. However, there is obviously a 
lot more to these animals than just being the wild counterpart to horses. Apart from their striking 
appearance, they possess several other characteristics that make them stand out from the rest of 
the herd.

There are three main species of zebras; namely Grevy’s zebra, Mountain zebra, and the one 
which we find here in Safari Plains, the plains zebra or Burchell’s zebra. Zebras have a different 
bone structure to horses. They have solid tails, unlike horses, and their bodies are smaller and 
stockier than horses. Each zebra has a different arrangement of stripes that are each as unique 
as a fingerprint. These stripes serve many purposes, with the most obvious one being that they 
help hide the zebras from any lurking dangers. As predators are colour-blind, the stripes provide 
the perfect disguise when in long grass. They also help deter flies and act as a highly effective 
cooling system. The official answer to the age-old question: “Are zebras black with white stripes 
or white with black stripes?” is that zebras are definitely black with white stripes. This is because 
zebras actually have black skin, which can be seen on the muzzles.
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Zebras have very good eyesight and they can see colour. As their eyes are on the side of their 
head, zebras have a very wide field of vision. Their night vision isn’t as good, but their excellent 
hearing and ability to swivel their ears in any direction, helps them to stay alert after dark. Zebras 
are not as fast as horses, but have excellent stamina. They are able to avoid predators by staying 
in large groups and running away in zigzag patterns, which confuses the predators. They also use 
their powerful back legs to kick out at their enemies. Like horses, zebras usually sleep standing 
up, and only for a few hours a day. There will often be a few ‘watch guards’ though, that stay 
awake to keep an eye out for danger.

Did you know - the Burchell’s Zebra was named after the British explorer, William John Burchell. 
In the early nineteenth century, William Burchell spent several years collecting plant and animal 
species in Africa. When he returned to England, the specimens were sent to the British Museum 
but were not stored correctly and perished. This caused an argument between Burchell and the 
museum’s keeper of Zoological Collections, John Edward Gray, which ultimately resulted in 
Gray deciding to give the name ‘Asinus burchelli’ (Burchell’s ass) to Burchell’s zebra as a way of 
publicly embarrassing him.
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It’s no wonder our guests never get tired of seeing zebras; not only are they beautiful, but they’re 
also fascinating creatures in their own right.

As the sun sinks below the horizon, guide will find a spot in the bushveld to stop and have 
sundowners. This is the time to watch the sky change colour, with the blue of day turning to 
the reds and golds of dusk, finally giving way to a black sky filled with millions of twinkling stars 
which just cannot be seen in an urban environment.

Drinking cocktails and eating delicious snacks in the silence of the untamed bushveld, 
punctuated by the sounds of bushveld, is simply unforgettable. Frogs and insects call incessantly, 
antelopes alert each other of danger, jackals barks, and there is always the chance of hearing the 
rasp of a leopard or the hair-raising roar of a lion.

Thank you to photos contributors, Riette Smit and guests Victoria Lee Brooks

That is all for this month
From Isaiah and Safari Plains family
Bushveld Greetings


